
WEDD ING
COLL ECT IONS







W E L C O M E
Congratulations on your engagement and thank you for

considering me to capture your wedding day!

 

My passion is photography. I am happiest behind the

camera, documenting moments that would otherwise pass

by and capturing authentic and emotional moments of

couples in love. I've loved capturing photos my whole life

and want to journal the exciting times of life for you. Along

with my passion for photography, I cherish relationships I

have and love making new ones. 

 

When you book me as your photographer, you will not only

get beautiful photos, but a new best friend. I enjoy

becoming part of your family and your bridal party and

getting to know you so I can create memories you will look

at for the rest of your life. My style is about capturing the

spirit of the moment in a way that is timeless, natural and

authentic. 

 

Let's celebrate together! 

xoxo, Emma



P H O T O
Every wedding is different and each love story is unique. I

offer three primary collections that you can customize to

your specific needs using as many add-ons as you like.

This ensures that you get the exact coverage and

products that fit you and your big day.

 

If you still have questions, please don’t hesitate to

schedule a call or send me a text or email.

 

 hello@emmamontgomeryphoto.com

 ph: 951.553.1499

@emmamontgomeryphoto

 
 ***You may add time to any package starting at +$600/additional

hour. The final gallery will be delivered via email with a link to a digital

download and is shareable with family and friends. 



COLLECTION 1 COLLECTION 2 COLLECTION 3
$4200 

6 HOURS OF 
WEDDING DAY COVERAGE 

ONE PHOTOGRAPHER
IMAGES IN A HIGH RESOLUTION

ONLINE GALLERY 

$5400 
8 HOURS OF 

WEDDING DAY COVERAGE 
ONE PHOTOGRAPHER

IMAGES IN A HIGH RESOLUTION 
ONLINE GALLERY 

ENGAGEMENT SESSION 

$6500    
10 HOURS OF 

WEDDING DAY COVERAGE 
ONE PHOTOGRAPHER

IMAGES IN A HIGH RESOLUTION 
ONLINE GALLERY 

ENGAGEMENT SESSION 
10X10 FINE ART ALBUM



V I D E O
I am thrilled to now offer video as an optional

addition to your package!

 

Each video package includes the amount of

hours plus edit listed. You may add time to any

package starting at +$400/additional hour. The

final edit will be delivered via Vimeo link which

includes unlimited downloads and is shareable

with family and friends. 

 
You can see my Videos on my Vimeo:

https://vimeo.com/user111049498



VIDEO 1 VIDEO 2 VIDEO 3
$2000

5 HOURS OF 
WEDDING DAY COVERAGE 

ONE VIDEOGRAPHER
3+ MINUTE EDIT 

$2800 
8 HOURS OF 

WEDDING DAY COVERAGE 
ONE VIDEOGRAPHER 

 5+ MINUTE EDIT
1+ MINUTE TEASER REEL

$3200 
8 HOURS OF 

WEDDING DAY COVERAGE 
ONE VIDEOGRAPHER 

 8+ MINUTE EDIT
VOCALS/AUDIO

1+ MINUTE TEASER REEL



A D D - O N S
BOUDOIR SESSION: $800

Boudoir can be scheduled for day of the wedding or before.
 

REHEARSAL DINNER COVERAGE: 
STARTING AT $800

Rehearsal Dinner coverage includes 1.5 hours of
photography and raw footage of speeches.

 

RAW FOOTAGE (VIDEO ONLY): $450
Expect your unedited footage to be somewhat comparable
to a home video. Due to it being the unedited original form,
certain parts will be shaken and out of focus. Every clip of
your day will be delivered via a mailed hard drive or digital

download.
 

SECOND SHOOTER: $150/hr 
As much as I'd love to be, it's impossible for me to film from
two angles at one time. Hiring a second shooter is essential
if you want multiple angles of the same scene such as first

look, walking down the aisle, speeches, first dances,
sendoff, etc. 



Albums are made by YOU! You choose the images and can revise the album up to 3
times before it goes to print. Pricing reflects a 30 page book (15 2-page spreads.)

A L B U M S

HEIRLOOM ALBUMS
5X5- $650 
8X8- $800 

10X10- $1020 
12X12 - $1250 

HARDCOVER ALBUMS
5X5- $300 
8X8- $400 

10X10- $550 
12X12 - $675 



HOW DO YOU DESCRIBE YOUR STYLE?
Timeless, Natural, Authentic 

I aim to create beautiful images that will never go
out of style. I want you to love your photos forever!
My poses are simple and natural and my editing

style is classy and organic. 
 

HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN A WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER/VIDEOGRAPHER? 

I have been a wedding photographer for 6 years. I
have photographed tons of weddings, and

hundreds of portrait sessions. I love photography
so much. I took up videography more recently; I

have been doing it for 2 years now. 
 

WILL I BE ABLE TO PRINT AND SHARE THE
IMAGES ONLINE? 

Yes you can make prints from your high resolution
images on your own. You can also share the

images online, please tag or credit 
 @emmamontgomeryphoto

 
CAN WE SEE A FULL GALLERY FROM A PAST

WEDDING? 
Of course! This is a great way for you to see my
work on a full wedding. Please just keep in mind

that each wedding is different.

F A Q ' S



DO YOU TRAVEL / WHAT ARE YOUR
TRAVEL FEES?

I love to shoot outside of my normal locations
any chance I get! I am based out of New York

City. If your event is more than 15 miles outside
Manhattan, a travel fee will be applied and due

with deposit. This is not a flat fee and will be
determined upon personalized needs and

accommodation to help make your day
captured beautifully. 

 
WHAT IS YOUR TURNAROUND TIME?

Approximately 6 to 8 weeks is standard for me.
Inspiration comes in waves and so does a busy

wedding season. The images you'll have to
remember your wedding day is not something I
want to rush through. Each detail and step of
the process is important to me. Don't worry- it

will be worth the wait!



Official booking is made through a $2500 
NON-REFUNDABLE retainer fee, paid travel
fees (if applicable), and a signed contract. 

I will email you the contract along with a
questionnaire to learn more about your day.

I will invoice the deposit and travel fee
through either Venmo or Pay-pal.

L E T ' S  W O R K
T O G E T H E R !

 hello@emmamontgomeryphoto.com
 ph: 951.553.1499

@emmamontgomeryphoto




